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ABSTRACT 

Rcccnt experiments suggest that uT may be a pseudo-Dirac neutrino wi1.h 

m, x 17 keV. In general, if such a neutrino is to be consistent with constraink 

from nucleosynthesis, one needs to give up the MSW solution to the solar neut,rino 

problem and the singlet-majoron so1ution.t.o the energy density problem. Also, t.he 

dista.nce required for vT to oscillate int.o it.s st.erile Dira,c partner becomes unoh- 

serva.bly large. 
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The most attractive explanation of the extreme lightness of neutrinos is the 

see-saw mechanism. In the basis {VL, fin}, the mass matrix is of the form 

Ml/ = (1) 

Assuming that R, the scale of MR, is much higher than D, the scale of ?‘ng, there 

are three light neutrinos with ml = O(D”/R), much smaller than a, typical charged 

fermion mass which is O(D). Th e other three neutrinos are hea.vy, rnh = O(R), 

and a.re of no phenomenological interest if l$ is much higher tha.n the electroweak 

breaking scale. 

If the ma.ss of Y, turns out to be much higher tha.n those of vl,, and v,, a possible 

explanation could be that the see-saw mechanism operates on only two of the three 

neutrinos, which is the case if MR is of rank 2 [l]. This would give (i) two very 

light neutrinos, rn,l = S(D2/R), (ii) t wo intermediate neutrinos, m; = O(D), and 

(iii) t,wo heavy neutrinos, rn.h = O(R). 

The mass scale of the two light neutrinos can be ma.de arbitrarily small by 

choosing a very high scale R. The two intermediate neutrinos form a.n approximate 

Dirac neutrino, whose mass does not depend on R. Recently, this scenario evoked 

renewed interest [2,3] as a possible model for the 17 IceV neutrino claimed to be 

observed in several experiments [4]. Th _ ere a.re several reasons for interest in the 

model: 

a. It allows the two light neutrinos to have their ma.sses consistent with the 

hISW solution to the solar neutrino problem by requiring D”/R N 10e3 eV. 

b. It allows the tau neutrino to have a mass of 17 IceV by requiring D N 17 IceV. 

(~2 and b together set n N 300 GeV.) 

c. The mixing of ve with ur could be sin’ fler - 0.01 wit.hout violating the 

experimental bounds on neutrinoless double beta decay because vr is an 

approximate Dirac neutrino. 
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d. The cosmological bound on the neutrino lifetime from t.he energy density of 

the universe can be satisfied because the decay of vr into a. majoron and a 

lighter neutrino is much fa.st,er tha.n in the usual see-saw scena.rio. 

The existence of a fourth light neutrino, the right-handed component of I/~, 

ma.y pose a problem with the standard model of nucleosynthcsis if its a.bundance 

is comparable to that of the three left-handed neutrinos a.t a, t,cmperature around 

an McV. In particular, oscillations between V,L and U,R ca.n populate the latt’er 

states [Fi,6]. This problem is evaded if ur is an exact Dirac neutrino; tha.t is, if t,he 

mass difference Sm,, b e ween the two RIajorana components of Us va.nishes. In t 

this work we show that, in general, to sa.tisfy the constra,ints from nucleosynthcsis 

by redlicing Sm,, sufficiently, one needs to give up the MSW solution bo the solar 

neutrino problem and the singlet-majoron soll~tion to the energy density problem. 

First, we briefly review the constraints from the three cosmologica.1 and a.s- 

trophysical considerations: the solar neutrino problem, the energy density of t,he 

universe and nucleosynthesis. Second, we expla.in why the t.hree relevant neutrino 

properties: the masses of the light neutrinos, the mass difference between the two 

components of the Dirac neutrino a.nd the coupling of the majoron to the interme- 

diate Dirac neutrino and the light ma.jora.na. ncutrino, are related to each other. We 

then ca.rry out a complete analysis in a two generation ca.se. Finally, we comment 

on t,he three generation case. 

(;) The solar neutrino problem is best explained by the non-adiabatic solut,ion 

of the MSW mechanism wit,h the following mixing parameters between ue and 

another neutrino ui [7]: 

Am$ sin2 28,; = Fi x low8 eV2. (2) 

The mass difference could vary in the ra.nge [S]: 

10m7 eV2 5 Am?i 2 10m5 eV2. (3) 

(ii) The requirement that a massive neutrino uj does not ca,rry energy density 
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huger than the present energy density of t.he universe gives a bound on its ma.ss 

and lifetime (see e.g. [l]): 

rni~j 5 2 x 10” eV2 sec. (4) 

Note that for a pseudo-Dira.c neutrino the limit is actually stronger and depends 

on the mass difference between the left-handed and rightha.nded components. For 

a. ma.ss difference large enough to keep VR in equilibrium (until the time that UL 

decouples) through oscillations, the limit is stronger by a, factor of 4. For a very 

small ma.ss difference, VR interacts only t,hrough hclicit,y flip and the bound is 

st,rengt hened by N 20% (for a Dirac ma.ss N 17 keV). 

(iii) The requirement that the “effect~ive” number of neutrino generations in 

the t.ime of nucleosynthesis does not exceed 3.4 [9] put,s a limit, on the mixing 

pa.rameters Am:, and sin26k, of a left-handed nemrino uk wit,11 a. sterile neutrino 

vS [5,6]. For a pseudo-Dirac neutrino the mixing a.ngle is sin 20k, M 1, a.nd the 

bound is [6]: 

]Am&] 5 10V3 eV2. (5) 

(The bound is even stronger than this if VI; = v~.) ?Ye shoulcl emphasize that the 

nuclcosynthesis constraint we are using is subject to systema.tic uncertainties in 

the determination of the primordial fract,ion of 4He. WC a.ssume here the validity 

of these observations and their interpretation within the standard cosmological 

model. 

We are interested in the case that vr is the a.pproximate Dirac neutrino of 

intermediate ma.ss. We further assume, following ref. [2], that vr decays dominantly 

through vr -+ J + ul where J is a majoron and ul is a light ma.jorana neutrino. 

Thus: 

a. We identify i = p in eq. (3), 

1O-7 eV2 5 Am,:,, < 1O-5 eV2, (6) 
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b. We identify j = 7 in eq. (4), 

> 

2 
1O-27 eV. 

The widt,h is given by 

r(u, + J + q) = (xw j2 
1679 mu,, 

(7) 

(8) 

so we require 

c. We identify uk and u, of eq. (5) with the two components of t#he approxima.te 

Dira.c neutrino, 

3 x lo-’ eV. (10) 

- 

We will show that, in general, to sa.tjsfy cq. (10) one needs to violate both eqs. 

(6) a,nd (7). B f e ore doing so, however, we note that eq. (IO) pla,ces a. direct lower 

limit on the oscillation 1engt.h L,,, for the maximal (sin20,, M 1) oscilla,tions of I/~ 

into its sterile pa.rtner us [a]. We have 

L osc = (11) 

Such a, la,rge oscillation lengt,h would make it rather difficult, t,o observe the oscil- 

la,tions in terrestrial experiments. 

The argument why eq. (10) ’ g 1s enerally incompatible with eqs. (6) and (7) is 

very simple. With a mass matrix of the form (1) and MR being ra.nk 2, the va.rious 
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relevant, qua.ntities are of the following orders of magnitude: 

- 

m,, =0(D), 

h+ =O(D”/R), 

Am& =O(D4/R2), 

Y VIVr =h O( z12/R2). 

h is a, dimensionless Yukawa coupling and we will ta.kc g 6 1. From the MSW 

const,raint (6) we get 

02 - R >3x10m4 eV. (13) 

From the energy density limit constraint (9) we get 

03 
3 2 5 x 10m3’ elf-‘. 

From the nucleosynthesis constraint (10) we get 

03 
R 5 5 x 1o-4 e.v2. 

(14) 

We ca.n satisfy eq. (15) together with eq. (1.3) only for D 2 2 eV. We can satisfy 

eq. (15) together with eq. (14) only for D 2 0.2 IceV. Obviously, for D N 17 kcV 

eq. (15) stands in contra,diction with the requirements in (13) a.nd (14). 

We now demonstrate this general argumentation in a model with only two 

neutrino genera.tions, {VI, ur}. The two generation model, besides allowing a sim- 

pler calculation, is a good a.pproximation for the case of a. large mass hiera.rchy 

bet.ween the two light majorana neutrinos, say m,, << mv,,. 111 this case the scale 

relevant to the MSW effect is that of mvr and it is a reasonable a.ssumption tha.t a 

non-dia.gonal coupling Y,,y, would be larger the heavier ul is. Thus, ue becomes ir- 

relevant to the two problems that we study, namely setting the scale for the MSW 

effect and finding the decay rate of ur. However, to study t,hc mixing between 
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the light neutrinos one would certa.inly need to incorporate N, as well, because 

sin2 O,, N 0.01 is implied by experiments. hloreover, as we will see later, the three 

generation case involves some further complications. 

The matrices mg and MR of eq. (1) arc now 2 x 2. Without loss of generality, 

we choose a basis where MR is dia.gonal: 

A straightforwa.rd calculation gives t,he following mass values: 

mpr = (mz2 + q2) 
2 112 , (17) 

. . 
Sm, 

y, 
= (mllmi2 + m22m21)2 

Alm2y, 7 (1s) 

- (nxllm.22 - m12m21)2 m,vp = 
Al In,:? 

To find the majoron coupling to u, and u,“, we need to rot.a.te its 4 x 4 coupling 

matrix 

to t,he mass eigenbasis. We find 

Y =h (mllw2 + m22vd(mllm22 - m12m21) 
yp VT M2m2 ‘VT 

We ca.n rewrite eq. (21) as 

[yv,J2 = h2 sm;;2mup. 

(21) 

(22) 

First, we note that the explicit eqs. (17)-(21) confirm our order of magnitude 

estima.tes in (12). If we try to make Sm,, small by lowering the scale of the mij 
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- elements or increasing Al, we at the sa.me time decrease mv,, and YV,,Vr. However, it 

is possible to concoct a model where h,, is vanishingly small while mvr is not. As 

an example we can take ??ZD to be simultaneously diagonal wit,11 L%!R: ur is an exact 

Dirac neutrino of mass rn22 while mvp = m,f, /Al. Not,e tha.t t,hc mixing between uP 

and t)he Dirac neutrino, sin OPr = 0 in this case. On t.he other hand, eq. (22) shows 

that it is impossible to make Smvr va.nishingly small while keeping YVPV, finite: for 

hm,, < 3 x lo-’ eV a.nd mv,, < 3 x 10m3 eV, and assuming Al > 300 GeV, we get 

K,“, < 3 x lo-l7 h, more than an order of magnit,ude below the lower bound in 

eq. (9). Also note that the coupling of the ma,joron to a ma.sslcss neutrino vanishes 

[l]. This is consistent with the assumptions ma.de above. 

- 
We now study the three genera,tion ca.se. We choose a basis where 

MR =dia.g(Ml, M2,O). Eqs. (17) and (1s) now become: . 

WJ, = (4, + mz3 + m.13) 
2 l/2 , P-9 

- 

sm,, = hmi3 + m21m23 + m31m33)2 
+( 

m12m13 + m22m23 + m32m,33)2 
T 

MlmEr A42 m f , 
. (24) 

As for the two light majorana neutrinos, we get 

me t mu, = 2( c 
m2$m33 - m3im23)2 t (m3m3 - mlim3312 t (mm23 - m2im13)2 

A1imZr 7 
i=l 

mu, . mull = 
(det VLD)2 
Ml A12rnzT ’ 

It is obvious that in genera.1 the sca,les of Sm,,, and mvl a.re closely r&ted. Yet, 

a.s in the two generation ca.se, it is possible to fine-tune the various combinations 

that appear in eq. (24) in such a wa,y that, Smvr va.nishes while m.,, does not. 

Additional informa,tion about the various entries of the mass ma.trix can be 

obta,ined from constraints on the mixing of ur with the fla.vor eigenstatcs ue and 
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u,~. The mixing required by Simpson’s experiment gives: 

_. 

(m13/mv,)2 = sin2 O,, - 0.01 * m,13/m,, N 0.1. (26) 

The experimental bound on the mixing between uls a.nd uT gives 

(m23/m,,)2 = sin2 0 pr 2 0.001 ==+ rn,zs/rn,, 5 0.03. (27) 

To study the majoron couplings and their relation to the neutrino mass spec- 

trum, we can neglect the mixing of ur wit,h the light neutrinos and put ml3 = 

m23 = 0. (This condition ma,y also be imposed by an appropriate unitary trans- 

format,ion on the left-handed neutrinos, so no generality is lost as long as we do 

not discuss mixing.) The a.bove equations simplify to: 

mu, = m33, (2s) 

where we defined cy E cos y and sy = sin y and 

tan(2y) = -2 mww/M + ww-m/AG 

(4 - rnfl)/Afl + (mi2 - mf2)/:1fz * 

The ma.joron couplings are given by: 

Y = m31(c7mll t s7m21) m32(c7m12 t s,m22> 
VeVr 

MlV 
+ 

AfzV ’ 

Y = m31(c7m21 - s,md m32(c7m22 - s7m2) 
v&J+ 

MlV 
t 

Af2V 7 

(31) 

(32) 

where V is the VEV of the majoron, 1,’ = All/h1 = A!lz/hz. III general, Sm,+ 

is small enough if rn&/Afl, m.i2/M2 = 0(10m8) eV. In such a. ca,se, YylvT is t,oo 
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small to satisfy the requirement from the energy density limit (9). It is, howcvcr, 

possible to fine-tune SmVr = & + e << $, $$$ a.nd avoid this relation. (If one mi 

incorporates the requirements on the miring between ue and I/,,, t,ha.t follow from 

the MSW constra.int (a), the fine-tuning of 6m,, looks even more contrived.) 

In this work we did not discuss further astrophysical const,raints on a 17 kcV 

pseudo-Dirac Us. In particular, it has been shown that the hclicitCy flip of lcft- 

ha.ndcd into right-handed neutrinos provides a, mechanism for fast cooling of su- 

pernovae. The observation of neutrinos from SN19S7A on a t,ime sca.le of seconds 

puts an upper bound on the Dirac mass [ll] R IC 1 is at best only marginally com- lh’ 1 

patible with mvT N 17 IceV. In contrast t,o our previous considerations, for t,his 

bound the distinction between an exa,ct Dirac or a. pseudo-Dirac nentrino is unim- 

portant: the MSW effect in the supernova induces a very large mass difference 

between u,~ and the sterile UrR, so that there are no oscillations between the two. 

St,ronger bounds on the lifetime of u, can be obta.incd from more model- 

dependent considerations of the large-scale structure formation in t.he early universe 

[12]. They ca.nnot be satisfied with the singlet-ma.joron deca.y mode (independently 

of nucleosynthesis considerations) and thus we lea,vc them out of our discussion. 

Before concluding, we mention that there are ot.her ways to theoretically allow 

the existence of a 17 keV u, [13]. I n some of these models, the majoron couples 

much more strongly than in the singlet-ma.joron model discussed ahove. In t,his 

ca.se t,he lifetime of the I/~ no longer poses a significant constra.int. However, the 

ma.joron itself may contribute significantly to the energy density of the universe 

at the time of nucleosynthesis; its contribution is equiva.lent to 4/7 of a neut,rino 

genera.tion if it is in thermal equilibrium. 

To summarize, if the see-saw mecha,nism is t,he reason for the extreme lightness 

of ue and uP but it does not operate on v~, rendering I/, a pseudo-Dira.c neutrino 

with m,, N 17 keV, then oscillations bet,ween the two components of this Dirac 

neutrino will increase the effective number of neut,rino genera.tions at the time of 

nucleosynthesis to 4.0, in contradiction wit,h the st)anda.rd model of nucleosynthcsis. 
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- 

If these oscillations are suppressed because the mass difference between the two 

components of ur is very small, then it is highly unlikely that the mass difference 

between V~ and ue is large enough to explain the solar neutrino problem and it 

is almost impossible that the ma.joron coupling to z+ is la.rge enough to satisfy 

constraints from the energy density limit. In addition, the period for oscillat.ions 

of vT int.0 its sterile pa.rtner is so long as to make the oscilla.tions unobservable by 

terrest,rial experiments. We leave it to the reader to decide whether or not the 

first two results make the existence of a 17 XXV V~ unlikely or ca.st doubts on the 

standard picture of nucleosynthesis. 
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